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Bled Rowing & Regatta München e.V.  
2021 Euro Masters Regatta  
 
Regatta Course 
Bled, Slovenia 
16 to 19 September 2021 
 
Homepage: www.bledrowing.com / www.euromastersregatta.com  
Email: regatta@bledrowing.com  
 

Race schedule 

 
THURSDAY 
101 MM 1x I-M  
102 MW 4x A 
103 MW 2x F 
104 MM 2- B 
105 MM 2x C 
106 MW 1x B  
107 MLW 1x B  
108 MW 1x G-M  
109 MW 2- D 
110 MM 8+ I-M 
111 MM 4- A 
112 MW 2x C 
113 MM 1x G  
114 MLM 1x G  
115 MW 4- A 
116 MM 2- E 
117 MW 1x E  
118 MLW 1x E  
119 MM 4+ H 
120 MW 4+ C 
121 MM 2x A 
122 MM 8+ C 
123 MM 2x E 
124 MW 8+ B 
125 MM 4- I-M 
126 MW 8+ G-M 
127 MW 1x D  
128 MLW 1x D  
129 MM 2- G 
130 MM 8+ B 
131 MW 2x A 
132 MM 4x F 
133 MM 1x A  
134 MLM 1x A  
135 MM 4+ E 
136 MM 8+ G 
137 MW 4- E 
138 MM 2x B 
139 MW 4x B 
140 MW 2x G-M 

FRIDAY 
141 MM 1x C  
142 MLM 1x C  
143 MM 4- F 
144 MM 4+ I-M 
145 MM 2- A 
146 MM 8+ D 
147 MW 1x A  
148 MLW 1x A  
149 MW 4x F 
150 MM 1x E  
151 MLM 1x E  
152 MW 4- C 
153 MM 2x I 
154 MM 4x H 
155 MM 4+ C 
156 MW 4+ D 
157 MM 2- F 
158 MW 2x E 
159 MM 4+ A 
160 MM 4- D 
161 MW 8+ C 
162 MW 4- F-M 
163 MM 2x G 
164 MM 2- I-M 
165 MM 4x B 
166 MW 2- B 
167 MM 4- G 
168 MW 2- A 
169 MM 1x H  
170 MW 1x F  
171 MLW 1x F  
172 MW 4+ A 
173 MW 4- B 
174 MM 8+ E 
175 MW 2x D 
176 MM 4+ F 
177 MW 4+ E 
178 MM 4x D 
179 MM 2- C 
180 MM 8+ H 

SATURDAY 
188 MM 1x B  
189 MLM 1x B  
190 MW 8+ E 
191 MM 4+ D 
192 MM 2x H 
193 MM 4x C 
194 MM 2x F 
195 MM 4x A 
196 MW 2x B 
197 MW 4x D 
198 MM 4- H 
199 MM 4+ B 
200 MM 4- E 
201 MW 8+ F 
202 MW 4x H-M 
203 MW 2- E 
204 MW 1x C  
205 MLW 1x C  
206 MM 4x I 
207 MM 4+ G 
208 MW 8+ A 
209 MM 1x D  
210 MLM 1x D  
211 MW 8+ D 
212 MW 4x G 
213 MM 4- B 
214 MM 4x E 
215 MW 4+ B 
216 MM 2- H 
217 MM 1x F  
218 MLM 1x F  
219 MW 4x E 
220 MW 2- C 
221 MM 2x J-M 
222 MM 2- D 
223 MM 8+ A 
224 MW 4+ F-M 
225 MM 8+ F 
 

SUNDAY 
226  MM/W  2x  D 
227  MM/W  8+  A/B 
228  MM/W  2x  E 
229  MM/W  4x  G-M 
230  MM/W  8+  C 
231  MM/W  2x  F 
232  MM/W  4x  A 
233  MM/W  8+  D 
234  MM/W  4x  B 
235  MM/W  8+  E/F 
236  MM/W  2x  G-M 
237  MM/W  4x  C 
238  MM/W  2x  A 
239  MM/W  4x  D 
240  MM/W  2x  B 
241  MM/W  4x  E 
242  MM/W  8+  G-M 
243  MM/W  4x  F 
244  MM/W  2x  C 
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Masters Single Trophy 
“JUTTA DEUSCHL” 
 

181 MW 2- F-M 
182 MW 4x C 
183 MM 4x G 
184 MM 4x J-M 
185 MM 4- C 
186 MM 2x D 
187 MW 4- D 
 
Masters Single Trophy 
“JUTTA DEUSCHL” 

Masters Single Trophy 
“JUTTA DEUSCHL” 
 

 
Special provisions 
I. General details 
Race distance: 1000m 
Lanes: 6 
Race intervals: up to 5 mins 
 
II. Entry deadline 
Thursday, 19 August 2021, 18:00 hrs (CET) 
 
If the maximum number of entries is reached, the deadline can be brought forward! 
 
Entries can be made at: 
https://max.m-start.de/index.php?l=en 
 
Entries are possible only by using the online entry system. The online entry system is available in the 
following languages: English, French, German, Italian, Russian, and Spanish 
 
Late entries are accepted at https://max.m-start.de until 13:00 hrs (CET) the day before the actual 
race. Entry fees in this case are doubled! There is no entitlement to late entries. 
 
Rules for the cancellation of entries: 
Until 19 August 2021 18:00 hrs 
Entries can be cancelled at any time at https://max.m-start.de. Already paid entry fees will be 
refunded free of charge. 
 
19 August 2021 18:00 hrs until 14 September 2021 12:00 hrs 
If the journey to the regatta venue or from the regatta venue back to the home town is officially 
prohibited by the authorities, or if entries cannot be raced due to an officially ordered Corona-
induced quarantine, the entered crews must be cancelled by the team manager at https://max.m-
start.de before 14 September 2021 12:00 hrs. If an official proof in Slovenian, German or English can 
be presented and the official prohibition or order was not known or obvious at the time of entry, the 
already paid regatta fees minus 5% will be refunded.  
 
If no corresponding proof can be presented or if for any other reason it is not possible to participate 
in the regatta, a refund is unfortunately not possible.  
 
From 14 September 2021 12:00 hrs 
If a crew cannot or does not want to start in a race, the crew must cancel its entry as soon as possible 
according to the general rules using the entry portal at https://max.m-start.de. For fairness reasons 
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for the other crews in this race and for crews who want to participate instead by late entry, the 
withdrawal should take place until 13:00 hrs of the day before the race. A refund of the regatta fee 
will not be made according to the usual regulations. 
 
At the entry deadline (or if reasons arise earlier) we will assess, considering the current Corona 
situation, whether the 2021 Euro Masters Regatta can be held with a specially coordinated hygiene 
concept. A clear prerequisite is that the official Corona restrictions by the Slovenian authorities allow 
such an event at that time and that the regatta is feasible under the then applicable hygiene 
regulations. 
 
On the day after the entry deadline, all registrants will be informed whether the regatta can take 
place as advertised or whether we must cancel the regatta. Regardless of this, it is possible at any 
time between the registration deadline and the regatta date that we must cancel the regatta due to 
official regulations. In case of a cancellation between the registration deadline and the start of the 
regatta, participants will be refunded the regatta fees already paid less 5%. 
 
All participants are therefore strongly advised to book their hotel and travel arrangements in a way 
that they can be cancelled at short notice. By registering for the Euro Masters Regatta, each 
participant acknowledges that the Bled Rowing Events Team and Regatta München e.V. are released 
from any liability for damages, especially for travel and accommodation of the participants, and are 
not liable for any costs of the participants. This applies in particular in the event of a cancellation of 
the regatta, the exclusion of participants from a certain country or region who are particularly 
affected by the Corona pandemic, or persons with typical Corona symptoms, but also in the event of 
a change in the hygiene concept and/or a change in the announcement or a change in the order of 
the races, or even the cancellation of races for certain boat or age groups. 
 
All participants undertake to comply with all regulations of the hygiene concept as well as the official 
infection prevention measures in force at the time of the event. Violation will result in immediate 
exclusion from the regatta. 
 
III. Draw 
29 August 2021, 18:00 hrs (CET) 
 
IV. Entry fees  
Single: 26 € Pair/Double: 52 € 
Quad: 104 € Eight: 208 € 
 
At the entry deadline on 19 August 2021 18:00 hrs the total amount of the entry fees incl. possible 
additional fees are due by bank transfer or online payment. If the entry fees are not received by the 
Organising Committee until 19 August 2021 18:00 hrs, the entries and any additional services will be 
cancelled. Payments at the regatta office are not possible! (Late entries excluded.) 
 
Late entries: Entry fees for late entries can be paid by bank transfer or online payment or at the 
regatta office. 
 
Online payment via PayPal. Wire transfer costs must be paid by the registrant, not the host. Entry 
fees will only be reimbursed for races that did not take place minus eventual wire transfer costs. 
Teams that have not paid their regatta fee on time are not eligible to start. 
 
 
V. Bank account 
Bled Rowing d.o.o. (Ltd/GmbH) 
Zupanciceva cesta 9 
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SI-4260 Bled 
Slovenia 
VAT Nr.: SI75155257 
Business Account Nr. (IBAN): SI56 0313 8100 1069 860 
SWIFT (BIC): SKBASI2X 
Bank details: SKB banka d.d., Ajdovscina 4, SI-1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia 
 
VI. Additional provisions 
 
a) Boat rental 
Rental boats will be offered. Further information can be found at our website. All boat rental at the 
regatta venue is reserved to Filippi. The price for the boat rental per seat is 30 €. 
 
b) World Rowing Rules of Racing 
The races shall be rowed according the World Rowing Rules of Racing and related bye-laws. A rower 
may compete if he/she attains the age of 27 in 2021. 
 
Age categories 
A =   minimum age 27 years F =  average age 60 years K =  average age 83 years 
B =   average age 36 years G =  average age 65 years L =  average age 86 years 
C =   average age 43 years H =  average age 70 years M =  average age 89 years 
D =   average age 50 years I  =  average age 75 years 
E =   average age 55 years J  =  average age 80 years 
 
Within an age category, a sorting by the year of birth is applied equivalent to the World Masters 
Regatta. The sorting by year of birth will be done at the draw considering all valid entries by the time 
of the draw. The sorting within an age category will be done backwards from the oldest to the 
youngest participant. Late entries that will come in after the draw will row in the heat with the 
youngest participants, not considering their year of birth. If scratches occur, the regatta committee 
reserves the right to depart from that rule. 
 
Lightweights 
For the Masters lightweight races (MLW and MLM), rule 31 of the World Rowing Rules of Racing 
applies analogously. Lightweight single scullers may not weigh more than 72.5kg (men/MLM) and 
59.0kg (women/MLW). Lightweight rowers shall be weighed wearing only their racing uniform not 
less than one hour and not more than two hours before their racetime. 
 
Coxswains 
The coxswain’s weight is 55kg. A coxswain has to employ deadweight to compensate for an 
underweight condition to a maximum of 15kg. Coxswains will weigh-in once for the whole regatta 
one (1) hour before their first race at the latest. 
 
A coxswain may be of either gender. Age categories do not apply to coxswains of Masters crews. 

Mixed races 
Mixed crews are crews where half of the crew excluding the coxswain shall be women and half shall 

be men. 

Proof of age and accreditation 
Each regatta participant must be able to proof his/her age by presentation of an official photo ID 
(passport, ID card, driver’s license). At the regatta office, you will be able to obtain an accreditation 
to avoid the necessity of carrying the photo ID. The age of the participants will be verified during the 
regatta. In addition, the identity can be verified at the victory ceremony. 
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Clothing 
Members of the same crew shall compete wearing uniform clothing. 
The regulation regarding uniform clothing does not apply for mixed crews on Sunday. 
 
Race divisions 
When the number of entries in an event exceeds the number of available racing lanes, the event will 
be divided into two or more finals. If an event’s age category has one entry only, this crew shall start 
in the next lower age category. 
 
Quick start 
If necessary, a quick start procedure can be applied. After announcing “2 minutes”, crews shall be 
ready for start. As soon as the boats are aligned, instead of a roll call, the starter will call “QUICK 
START”, “ATTENTION” and turn the red traffic lights ON. Afterwards, he/she will give the start signal 
using the GREEN light and simultaneously an AUDIBLE SIGNAL through the speakers. In case of a 
system failure, the start will be signalled using the start flag and the command “GO”. 
 
Substitutes 
Crew Changes are possible up to four hours before the start time of the first heat of the respective 
race at https://max.m-start.de. As a maximum, only half of the rowers of a crew may be substituted. 
The substitutes have to be members of the same club (or, in the case of composite crews, of one of 
the clubs concerned). A substitute shall not be permitted if the age of the substituting rower would 
lower the average age of the crew by more than one year or change the age category of that crew. 
 
Withdrawals 
If a crew cannot or does not want to start in a race, the crew must cancel its entry as soon as possible 
at https://max.m-start.de. For fairness reasons for the other crews in this race and for crews who 
want to participate instead by late entry, the withdrawal should take place until 13:00 hrs of the day 
before the race, at the latest two hours before the start time of the first heat of the respective race. 
 
Anti-Doping 
Please note that doping tests are also possible at Masters regattas. A required medication has to be 
attested together with the relevant diagnoses and the agents applied – insofar as they are not 
banned, but notifiable by anti-doping regulations – by the attending doctor. A copy of the attestation 
shall be deposited before the competition in a sealed envelope at the regatta office. The envelope 
will only be opened in the presence of the rower and shall be collected upon completion of the 
regatta. 
 
Health 
Each competitor shall be responsible for his or her own health and fitness. During the regatta the 
principle of mutual consideration applies in Corona times! Therefore, the hygiene concept of the 
Organising Committee has to be adhered to by every participant. This concept will be adapted 
according to the official requirements until the start of the regatta and will be published on our 
website and sent to the registrants after the entry deadline. 
The regatta committee reserves the right to exclude a participant from the regatta immediately in 
case of violation of the hygiene concept. 
 
c) Masters Single Trophy “Jutta Deuschl” 
Races marked with an * will have Munich Masters Trophy finals on the same day evening or the following 
day. To take part in the Munich Masters Trophy, rowers must have already entered at https://max.m-
start.de together with the entry for the single sculls race and qualified as follows: They will be assigned to 
the six or seven fastest participants of all heats of the relevant races (The results in the respective 
lightweight races are also taken into account for the qualification. If lightweights qualify for the Munich 
Masters Trophy, they will not be weighed for the Trophy race.). For these finals, the rowers can only 

https://max.m-start.de/
https://max.m-start.de/
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qualify in their own age category. The assignment will take place two hours after the last heat of the 
relevant event.  
If an event only consists of up to seven participants, the heat will be directly counted as the final race of 
the Munich Masters Trophy and the final in the evening or on the next day will not happen. There is no 
entry fee for the final races of the Munich Masters Trophy. The victory ceremony will take place 
immediately after each race at the victory pontoon. 
The Trophy has been renamed to honour the former Vice-President of Regatta München e.V. and German 
national rower Jutta Deuschl. Jutta was a founding Board member of the Munich regatta association and a 
passionate and ambitious Masters rower. She significantly shaped the new format of the Euro Masters 
Regatta. Jutta died of cancer in January 2021 at the age of 47. 

 
d) Team tents 
Team tents can be set up without fees in designated areas in the boat park. As the available space is 
limited, please contact the regatta management in advance indicating the amount of space needed. 
The preparation of meals is not allowed in these tents. 
 
e) Parking 
From Wednesday morning until the end of the event on Sunday, only drawing vehicles may enter the 
regatta venue to bring boat trailers in or pick them up.  
 
f) Liability 
The insurance of equipment and person is the responsibility of the participants. The organizer 
assumes no liability of any kind. 
 
g) Photo and video recording 
During the regatta, photos and videos will be taken. Participants who do not agree to this must 
object at the regatta office before the event. 

 


